2018 AFRICITIES SUMMIT

First African-EU Forum of Young local Elected Representatives forum (SOU 30)

Recommendation

We, the undersigned African and European youth elected present in Marrakesh in the Framework of the 2018 Africities Summit, hereby respectfully submit the following recommendations produced by the youth elected and networks of youth in the first African-EU Forum of Young local Elected Representatives forum for consideration at the Political meeting of Summit,

As a contribution to the strategic issues that affect Africa-Eu relations, we recommend the following:

1. Secure commitments by national governments, bilateral and multi-lateral institutions to provide direct financing to support a regular scientific and cultural exchange
2. Facilitate youth mobility between the 2 continents in the framework of Twin Cities.
3. Institute a regular dialogue between youth elected of 2 continents to follow up the annual
4. for adoption into the operational programme of the UCLG-Africa and CEMR.